The only machine that drives top dressing materials down to the base of the turf. As every golf superintendent knows, spreading a blanket of dressing is only half the job. Materials must penetrate down to the base of the turf. That's why raking and dragging formerly constituted a big portion of the top dressing labor. Mete-R-Matic has changed this. The exclusive high speed rotating brush at the rear of the Mete-R-Matic spreads with a force sufficient to penetrate to the base of the turf. Dragging is reduced to a minimum. Which means labor costs are reduced because one man can do the top dressing job in one operation. For further information write Dept. 120.

A NEW DIMENSION IN GOLFING...

CONSTRUCTION
2 inch colored aluminum tubing, anodized (no paint maintenance) Advanced synthetic fiber netting insures complete safety and resistance to the damaging effects of sun and weather.

NYLON TURF INSERTS
The new nylon synthetic turf gives the same sensation as hitting off of actual fairway grass.

AUTOMATIC BALL RETRIEVAL
Golf Balls are automatically retrieved and gathered in a special locked section at the rear of the cage. No more manual retrieving and no more lost balls.

A fully packaged, ready-to-play golf driving range. Developed by professionals.

SPECIFICATIONS:
36' LONG — 20' WIDE — 15' HIGH

Every golfer can have those all-important warm-up shots. The finest facility available for the golf instructor — for private or group instruction.

A QUALITY PRODUCT OF AMERICAN ATHLETICS CORP
254 East Paces Ferry Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30305
(404) 351-2113

For more information circle number 219 on card.